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ABSTRACT 
A subroutine for automatic numerical integration is presented. The subroutine is developed by 
changing the basic rule used in an algorithm of  P. van Dooren and L. de Ridder. Comparative 
test results are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerical multiple integration problems have always 
had the potential for requiring large amounts of com- 
puting time, and this has caused early consideration 
of adaptive algorithms. Although the paper by Rice 
[1] described a very wide range of possible types of 
adaptive algorithms, more recent work by Rice and 
De Boor [2] has shown that a certain class of adaptive 
algorithms can give optimal convergence rates for 
many types of integrands. In this paper we report on 
some experience using and attempting to improve on 
the algorithm used by van Dooren and de Ridder [3] 
(programmed asa FORTRAN function HALF) which 
is in the class discussed by Rice and de Boor. 
The general algorithm used for HALF is similar to one 
used successfully by Piessens [7] and others for one 
dimensional daptive integration. The most significant 
changes that were made for the multivariable algorithm 
were the introduction of a multivariable basic rule 
and a multivariable subdivision strategy. The subdivi- 
sion strategy involves dividing, at each stage, the sub- 
region with the largest estimated absolute rror by 
halving it along the coordinate axis where the integrand 
has largest local absolute fourth difference. The basic 
rule for HALF, which we will denote by HF, uses a 
modified form of the formula of degree seven given by 
Philips [4], with parameters chosen so that the same 
function values can be used for a rule of degree five 
which is needed for error estimation, and for calculat- 
ing the fourth differences used in the choice of the 
next subdivision axis. 
We have tried to use the published version of HALF 
and have had difficulty trying to reproduce the pub- 
lished results on our local computer. This difficulty 
appeared to be caused either by the way the roundoff 
error guards used by HALF are implemented with no 
advice to users about how machine dependent parameters 
should be chosen, or by other undocumented features 
of the published algorithm. One of the statements im- 
plementing the roundoff error guards is apparently 
wrong anyway (referee's comment) and it is our opinion 
that the statements involving roundoff error guards 
and possibly other undocumented features should be 
removed until their behaviour ismore carefully ana- 
lysed. The results given in section three will show that 
a subroutine without hese features gives better esults 
than those published for HALF. 
Other problems could arise with HALF because the 
basic rule parameters are given only for up to six 
variables and because the available working storage 
limits the algorithm to one hundred subregions. The 
limits on working storage can be increased without 
too much difficulty, but extending the number of al- 
lowed variables involves first deriving the appropriate 
basic rule parameters then making a number of changes 
to HALF. 
In the next section we derive a more transportable and 
easily implemented basic rule. In section three we com- 
pare HALF with a subroutine ADAPT which uses the 
same general algorithm as HALF but does not contain 
roundoff error guards. We compare the originally pub- 
lished results (using ten test functions) for HALF with 
results obtained from the new subroutine using the new 
basic rule 'and also using the basic rule used by HALF. 
We also give results from other tests using the new sub- 
routine and comparing the two basic rules. Finally, in 
section four, we give a brief description of the new 
subroutine along with its listing. 
2. THE BASIC RULE 
We choose a rule BF of the form 
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BF = w lF  (0, 0 . . . . .  0) + w 2 ~ F (X2, 0, 0 . . . . .  0) 
+ w3XF (X3,0, 0 . . . . .  0) + w 4 XF  (X4,X4,0,0 ..... 0) 
+ w 5 Y- F (X5, X5,..., X5) 
where all sums are fully symmetric sums over all per- 
mutations of coordinates, sign changes included. The 
difference between BF and HF is in the last term 
where HF uses instead, a sum of the form 
~ F (X,X,X, 0,0 . . . . .  O) 
The rule of BF requires 2n+ 2n 2 + 2n+ 1 function 
evaluations for a function of n variables. In the follow- 
ing table we compare this number for n = 2, 3 ... . .  10, 
with the number equired for HF. 
n 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Function evaluations required by 
BF HF 
i i i 
17 17 
33 45 
57 97 
93 151 
149 257 
241 407 
401 609 
693 871 
1245 1201 
We note that for n > 2 and n < 10 BF uses fewer func- 
tion evaluations than HF. To fmd the parameters 
w 1, w 2 ..... w 5 and X2, X3, X4, X 5 which make BF a 
rule of degree of seven we use standard techniques 
described in the book of Stroud [5]. I f  we apply BF 
to calculate the integral. 
I F= t l l f_ l  1 . . . f l  1 F(Xl,X 2 ..... xn)dX ldx2 . . .dx  n 
24  6 22  42  
when F is successively 1,Xl ,Xl ,Xl ,X 1 x2, x I x 2 
222  
and x I x 2 x 3 we obtain the system o f  nonlinear equa- 
tions 
w I + 2nw 2 + 2nw 3 + 2n(n-1)w 4 + 2nw 5 = 2 n, 
2X2w 2 + 2X 32 w3 + 4(n_X)X2w4 + 2nx2 w5 = 2n/3, 
2X4w2 + 2X4w3 + 4(n-1)X4w4 + 2nX4w5 = 2n/5, 
2X6w2 + 2X6w3 + 4(n-1)X6w4 + 2nX~w5 = 2n/7, 
4X44w4+ n 4 2 X 5w 5 = 2n/9, 
4X46w4 + 2nX56w5 -- 2n/15, 
2nX6w 5 = 2n/27. 
The last three equations give 
X5 =2 (1/3) X2/ (X2_4/15)  
with w 4 = 2n/(135X46) and w 5 = 1/(27 X~). We re- 
write the second, third and fourth equations as 
2i 2i 
2X 2 w 2 + 2X 3 w 3 = A i 
where 
A i= (2n/135)[B i -4  (n -  1)X 2 i -6  - 5x~i -  ~ 
i= 1,2,3,  
~,ith 
B 1 :45 ,  B 2=27,  B 3=135/7 .  
If  we eliminate w 3 and w 2 we fmd 
X22 = (A 3 - A 2 X2)/(A 2 - A 1X2). We can make X 2 in- 
. 2 2 dependent of n by choosing X 3 = X 4. We make this 
choice to simplify the rest of  the analysis and then we 
find 
X~ 2 2 (X2_3/5).  = X 4 (X 4 - 6/7) / 
After further manipulation and some experimentation 
2 9/10, we choose X~ = 9/10. This makes X 2 = 9/70, X 3 = 
2 9/19, 
X5= 
w I = 2 n (12824 - 9120n + 400n2)/19683, 
w 2 = 2n(980/6561), 
w 3 = 2 n (1820 - 400n) / 19683, 
w 4 = 2n(200/19683), 
w 5 = 6859/19683. 
Following the method of van Dooren and de Ridder 
we use the difference between BF and a degree five 
rule B 'F  to estimate the error in BF. We choose B 'F 
to be of the form 
B 'F  = w i F (0, 0 ..... 0) ÷ w~ Y~ F (X2,0,0 ..... 0) 
+ w~ Z F (X3,0,0 ..... 0) + w~ Z r (X 4, X4, 0, 0 ... . .  0) 
with X2, X 3 and X 4 the same as for BF so that no new 
function values are needed. The primed weights are 
given by 
w~ = 2 n (25/729), 
w~ = 2 n (265 - 100n)/1458, 
w~ = 2 n (245/486), 
w~ = 2 n (729 - 950n + 50n2)/729. 
The function values from the sums associated with w 2 
and w 3 in BF can also be used to calculate the local 
fourth difference in the direction along each coordinate 
ax is .  
The basic rule we have just described has the same 
purpose and provides the same type of information as 
HF. The new rule uses fewer function values for a 
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range of values of n of current practical interest, and 
the new rule has parameters X2, X 3, ~4 and ~5 in- 
dependent of n which makes the program easier to 
write and follow. 
3. TEST RESULTS 
We fzrst compare the published results with those we 
obtained using ADAPT (new basic rule) and a sub- 
routine HALFP which is the same as ADAPT except 
that it uses the original basic rule. The ten test func- 
tions were given in the'paper of van Dooren and de 
Ridder and will not be repeated here. The errors 
given below are actual relative rrors and N is the 
number of integrand values used before the indicated 
subroutine decided that the requested relative accuracy 
e had been obtained. 
REQUESTED RELATIVE ACCURACY 1.E-2 
Test 
Func- 
tion 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
HALF 
Error N 
5.0E-5 257 
3.2E-4 873 
8.9E-4 45 
3.3E-4 3171 
1.3E-7 873 
1.2E-3 289 
4.9E-3 3015 
1.4E-4 357 
2.0E-4 391 
4.0E-4 153 
HALFP 
Error N 
4.8E-5 257 
8.1E-4 485 
8.9E-4 45 
3.2E-4 3171 
4.6E--6 679 
1.2E-3 289 
4.8E-3 i3015 
9.9E-3 187 
6.0E--4 289 
7.0E-3 51 
ADAPT 
Error N 
3.2E-4 149 
6.7E-4 57 
2.1E-4 33 
2.8E-5 1395 
1.1E-6 399 
9.3E-6 561 
6.1E-2 231 
1.8E-3 255 
1.5E-4 323 
7.5E-4 187 
REQUESTED RELATIVE ACCURACY 1.E-3 
Test 
Func- 
tion 
, i 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
HALF 
Error N 
6.9E-5 2313 
8.4E-5 1843 
2.6E-5 405 
4.9E-6 25217 
1.3E-7 873 
8.5E-5 493 
3.1E-4 6885 
5.6E-5 391 
1.2E-4 527 
7.5E-4 391 
HALFP 
Error N 
6.7E-5 2313 
8.3E-5 1843 
2.9E-4 135 
1.9E-4 12835 
4.6E-6 679 
8.5E-5 493 
3.0E-4 6885 
2.7E-4 289 
1.1E-4 527 
17.7E-4 391 
ADAPT 
Error N 
3.2E-4 149 
7.3E-5 513 
2.1E-4 33 
8.9E-6 5115 
!1.1E-6 399 
3.5E-7 1003 
il.3E-3 1749 
1.3E-4 323 
i3.0E-5 595 
1.5E-4 595 
As can be seen from the three tables the results for 
HALF and HALFP were very similar but in nine cases 
HALFP obtained the requested relative rror using 
fewer integrand values than did HALF. The results for 
ADAPT were better for test functions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
and 7 (for function 7 ADAPT underestimated the 
error for e = 10 -2 and 10-3), but HALFP had better 
REQUESTED RELATIVE ACCURACY 1.E-4 
i i i i 
Test HALF HALFP 
FBnc- 
tion 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Error N 
2.6E-6 7967 
3.3E-6 9215 
1.3E-5 495 
2.4E-6 29747* 
1.7E-7 1261 
2.5E-6 1003 
8.9E-5 9945* 
2.2E-5 459 
7 .9E-6  901 
8.0E-5 1343 
!Error N 
1.3E-6  7967 
3.0E-6 9215 
1.4E-5 495 
2.4E-6 29747* 
1.0E-7 1261 
2.5E-6 1003 
9.9E-5 9945* 
2.0E-5 459 
7.9E-6 901 
8.2E-5 1343 
ADAPT 
Error N 
1.9E-5 2533 
2.9E-6 2223 
8.9E-6 231 
4.5E-8 22971 
8.2E-7 741 
1.3E-5 2125 
6.3E-5 5709 
7.5E-61 561 
5.8E-7 1207 
1.1E-5 2023 
* Subroutine stopped because it decided that the requested accuracy 
could not be obtained using the allowed number of function values. 
results for the other four test functions. These four test 
functions were the only two dimensional test functions. 
The results are somewhat inconclusive in regard to the 
difference between the two basic rules. The tests for 
HALFP and ADAPT were run on an ICL 2960 using 
approximately sixteen decimal digits precision and also 
on a CDC 7600 using approximately fourteen decimal 
digits precision, with differences not significant enough 
to show up in the results we have given. The results 
published for HALF were also obtained at a similar 
precision level. Because of the large difference between 
the precision used and requested error, none of the 
results hould have been significandy affected by round- 
off error. We believe the differences between the results 
for HALF and HALFP are probably due to the round- 
off error guards (and possibly other undocumented 
features) not present in the algorithm used for HALFP 
and ADAPT. 
Because the above results did not give a clear indication 
about the relative merits of the two basic rules we car- 
ded out a further set of more extensive tests using 
HALFP and ADAPT. We used the following five test 
functions :
n n 
fl(x_) =cos(21rr+ Za ix i )  , ~ a i=d  1 
i=1 i=1 
= + 2 -1 i~1~2= d2 f2(x-) i~1 [ai2 (xi-3i) ] ' 
n n 
f3(x) =exp(Z  aixi) , Z a i=d  3 
i=1 i=1 
n n 
f4(x) =( l+ i~=la ix i ) - (n+l ) ,  n ~ a i=d 4 
i= l  
n ~(xi_3i)2] ' n f5( ) = [- iZ__l a z = d 5 i=1 1 
For each individual test sample the parameters 
a l '  a2 ..... an'  ~1'  ~2 . . . . .  ~n and r were first chosen 
(pseudo) randomly from the interval (0, 1) and then 
a 1, a 2 ..... a n were scaled according to the given 
formula using pre-assigned difficulty parameters 
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d 1, d 2 .... , d 5. These parameters were chosen so that 
the five test functions would appear to be of  roughly 
similar difficulty. For all the tests reported here we set 
d 1=9,  d 2=25,  d 3=12,  d 4=14andd 5=21.A11 
integrals were taken over the unit hypercube [0,1] n. 
We ran the test package for n -- 2, 3,4, 5, 6 with re- 
quested relative error e -- 10 -2 and 10 -3 and for 
n = 2, 3,4, 5 with e = 10-4. For each n and each test 
function we used 30 samples with e = 10 -2 and 10 -3, 
and 25 samples with e = 10-4. This resulted in a total 
of  2,000 individual calls of  ADAPT and the same num- 
ber for HALFP. 
The results for the three different e's were similar in 
respect o the relative differences between HALFP 
and ADAPT, so we will report in detail only the results 
for e = 10 -3. In the following table E H and E A are 
the average actual 1og10 relative errors for HALFP 
and ADAPT, respectively, for a Oven n, and test func- 
tion number t. NH and NA were the respective 
average numbers of integrand calls required. 
n t LH N---H LA NA 
2 1 -5 .0  172 -7 .3  432 
2 -4 .8  106 -5 .0  109 
3 -4 .3  86 -6 .3  174 
4 -2 .9  97 -5.6 249 
5 -4 .8  115 -5.5 145 
4 
1 -5 .0  957 -4.8 358 
2 -4 .4  363 -5 .0  323 
3 -4 .2  585 -4.5 261 
4 -3 .9  753 -3 .6  275 
5 -4 .2  480 -4.8 418 
1 -5 .4  4701 -4~8 1387 
2 -3 .5  1099 -4.8 604 
3 -4 .3  2205 -4.4 710 
4 -4 .0  2321 -4.0 790 
5 -3 .8  1746 -4 .6  1117 
1 -5 .2  5617 -5.4 1996 
2 -4 .3  2184 -4.9 1481 
3 -4 .6  6180 -4.8 2368 
4 -4 .3  5556 -4.5 2108 
5 -4 .5  4206 -4.7 2089 
1 -5 .1 9457 -5.6 3387 
2 -4 .0  3957 -4.8 4340 
3 -4 .6  12832 -5 .3  5224 
4 -4 .3  12832 -5.1 5393 
5 -4 .4  12832 -4.6 6476 
It can be seen from the preceeding results that except 
for n = 2 ADAPT usually obtains slightly more accu- 
rate results using roughly half as many integrand calls. 
For n = 2 HALFP uses fewer integrand calls but is less 
reliable. 
In the next table the overall results are given for each e. 
Here the letters L and N have the same meanings as in 
the previous table except hat the averages were taken 
over the results for all of the test functions and values 
of n. We have also Oven respective standard eviations 
S H and S A for LH and L-A" 
l°gl0e LH SH NH L--A SA NA 
-2  -3.2 .71 770-3 .8  .94 346 
-3  -4.4 .77 3658-5 .0  1.1 1689 
-4  -5.6 .77 9257-6 .2  1.1 4647 
These test results indicate fairly clearly the general 
superiority of  the new basic rule over the one originally 
proposed, for integrands similar in character and dif- 
ficulty to the test functions. 
4. THE SUBROUTINE ADAPT 
The purpose of  the subroutine ADAPT Oven at the end 
of this paper is to provide an estimate for the integral 
fbn  fbn-1  b l  
IF . . . .  all F (Xl, x 2 ..... Xn) dx I dx 2 ... dx n 
a n an_ 1 
All of  the parameters for ADAPT are defined in the 
comment statements at the be0nning of the subroutine. 
ADAPT is based on the same algorithm as HALF but 
uses BF instead of HF. The other most significant dif- 
ferences between HALF and ADAPT are that ADAPT 
does not contain roundoff error guards, BF is included 
as part of ADAPT instead of as a separate subroutine 
and the working storage is organised as a partially (in- 
stead of totally) ordered list as was recommended by 
Malcolm and Simpson [6] for algorithms of this type. 
The result is a shorter program in Standard FORTRAN 
which should be more transportable and efficient. 
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SUBROUTINE A DAP T (I~D IP.A,,B,,MINPTS.M AX PTS. FUK (TN- EPS .R=L ERR,,LENWRK 
* WRKSTRmFINEST. IFA IL )  " " - " 
C ADAPTIVE MULTIDIMENSIONAL INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE 
C~***********~*  PARAMETERS FOR ADAPT *********~********************* t ,  
CAB*** INPUT PARAMETERS 
C NbIM NUIqeER OF VARIABLES. MUST EXCEED 1. BU1 NOT EXCEED 15 
C A REAL ARRAY OF LOWER LIMITS,.. WITH DIMENSION NDIM 
C B REAL ARRAY OF UPPER L IMITSw WITH OIMEN$ION NbIM 
[ MINPTS MINIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS TO BE ALLOWED,.. 
C WHICH MUST NOT EXCEED MAXPTS. 
C MAXPTS MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS TO BE ALLOWED,.. 
C b/HICH MUST BE A1 LEAST 2**NDIM+2eNDIMt*2+2*NDIM+I . .  
C FUN~TN EXTERNALLY DECLARED USER DEFINED FUNCT]ON TO BE INTEGRATED. 
C IT  ~UST HAVE PARAMETERS (NDIM,.2),,  WHERE l IS  A REAL ARRAY 
C OF DIMENSION NDIM'. 
C EPS REQUIRED RELATIVE ACCURACY 
C LENWRK LENG.(H OF ARRAY WRKSYR OF WORKING STOR.~GE.. THE ROUTINE 
C N~E~S (2*NDIMe3)e( I+MAXPTS I (2**NDIM+~IkDI~**2+2*NDI I~+I ) ) /2  
C FOR LENWRK ZF MAXPTS FUNCTION CALLS ARE USED. 
C*****  OUTPUT PAPAME.(ER~ 
C eeINPTS ACTUAL NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS LSED BY ADAPT 
C b/RKSTR REAL ARRAY OF WORKINg STORAGE OF DIMENSION (LENWRK). 
C RELERR ESTIMATED RELAI IVE ACCURACY OF FINEST 
C FINEST ESTIMATED VALUE OF INTEGRAL 
C IFA IL  IFA IL=O FOR NORMAL EX I ' ( .  WHEN ESTTMATBr RELATIVE ACCURACY 
C RELERR IS LESS THAN EPS I~ITH PePXPTS OR LESS. FUNCTION 
CALLS MADE. 
C IFA IL=I  I F  MAXPlS WAS ~TO0 SMALL FOR A~IPT 10 OBTAIN THE 
C REQUIREC RELATIVE ACCURACY EPS.. IN  THIS CASE ADAPT 
C RETURNS A VALUE OF FINEST I~ITH ESTI~AIEU RELATIVE 
C ACCURACY RELERR. 
C IFAZL=Z IF  LENWRK TOO SMALL FOR MAXPTS FUNCTION CALLS. IN 
C "(HIS CASE ADAPT RETURNS A VALUE OF FINEST WITH 
C ESTIMATED ACCURACY RELERR USING THE WORKING STORA6E 
AVAILABLE.  BUT RELERR W~LL BE GREATER THAN EPS. 
I FA IL=3 IF  NDI I~ .LT .2 ,  NDIMoGT. . I$.  MINRi$=G~.MAXPTS,  
~, OR Pq AX PTS .LT .2*eN D IM+2*NbIM**  242*N DI~+. I .  
* ****************************************************  ****************  e**  
C*****  FOR UOUELE PRECISION CHANGE REAL TO DOUBLE PRECISION IN THE 
C NEXT STATEMENT o 
REAL A(N[~ZM).ABSERR. ,B(NDIM)eCENTER(15) .DF1, ,~FZ.~IF .  
* DI FM AX.EPS.  FIN E ST.. FUN CTN,, F 1,, f2,, F3,..F 4eRA LF ; LAMb A2.  LAND AG. LAW DA5. 
* ONE ,, RAT IO,,R EL E R R ,,R GNCMPeRGNERR ,,RGNV AL,,R6NV CL,..R LNC IN .  
e SUM I , ,S UM2,,S UM3 eS UM 4 sS UM 5eTWO,,T~ON DM.WEI TP 1 (WEI 1P2 . 
* WEI TP3 ,,WEITP4,,WEIT leWEITZ.WE IT3eWEIT4,..WE I T ..WIDTH (15) .  
* WI DTHL (15)  ..WRK $1~ ( LENWRK).Z (15)  .Z ERO 
INTEGER DIVAXO.DIVAXN,,DIVFLG,. .FUNCLSeIFAIL. I~DEXI, ,ZNDEX2.. J , ,K.  
L,,M ,.LENIdRK .MAXP T S,,M INPTG,,.N DIM eR6N STR. RU LCL $ p~B RGN S,..SB TMPP. 
* SUB RGN,,SUBT~P 
IFA IL=3 
IF (NDIM .LT .2  .OR .N CZM.GT.1S) RETURN 
IF (MINP1S.GT .MAXR1S) RETURN 
C 
0"****  ZNIT IAL ISAT ION OF SUBROUTINE 
ZERO=~ 
ONE=I 
TWO=2 
HALF=ON E/TWO 
FINEST=ZERO 
ABSE RR=ZERO 
FUNCLS=~ 
TWON DM= IMO**NDIM 
D IV  FL6= 1 
RGNSTR=Z*NDIM+3 
SUBR6N= RGNSTR 
SBRG NS= RGNSTR 
DO 10 J= loNDIM 
CENYER(3)= (A( J )4B  ( J ) ) *HALF  
10 WIDTH ( J )=  ( B(J ) -k (  J ) ) *HALF  
C 
C*****  END SUBROUTINE IN3]ZALZSATION 
C , tee*  BASIC RULE IN IT IAL ISAT ION 
C 
RULCLS=2**ND IM+ 2*ND IM*N DIM +2*N DIM+I 
I F(M AXP TS.LT'oRUL C LS) RETURN 
RLN O IM= N DIM 
C****** FOR DOUBLE PRE( IS ION,¢HANGE .0 TO .ODO I~ THE NEXT TWELVE 
C STATEMENTS AND SORT TO DSQRT IN THE NEX1 1HREE STATEMENTS 
LNu D A2= SQRT (9 .017~( .  O) 
LA~ DAG= SQRY( 9 .011 C. C) 
LAMDAS=SQRT(9.0119. ©) 
WEIT l=(12824. ( i -9120 ~Ce RLND IM+ AOO.OeRLN DIM* RLNDI M)11968 3 .0 
WEIT2 =9 8~.016561 .~ 
UEIT3=(182O.C-6OC.OeRLNDIM)  119683.0  
WEITG=2 00o011968~.~ 
W EIT5=6 859.(~ ./19 68 3.. i~/TWONDM 
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WEITP 1= (729 .0 -9  SG -O~RL NDIm÷ $O.O*RLNDIM t*2  ) 1729. C 
NE ITP I=245.O/486.0  
NE ITP3=(265.C- lOO.UtRLNDIM)  11458 9 
NEITP&=25.01 ] '29 .0  
RATI 0 = ( L AMDA 21LAM OA 4) t -2  
C 
C , t ***  END BASIC RULE IN31IALISATZON 
C*****  BEGIN BASIC RULE 
20 RGNV OL=TI~OND I ~ 
bO 5q J=leN~Zl~ 
RG NVOL=RGN VOL *W I O TH(J )  
30 Z( J )=CENTER( J )  
SU~I=FUNCTN(ND IMmZ) 
Cv,**** COMPUTE SYMMETRIC SUMS OF FUNCTN(LAMDAI,,O,,C,,...~.,,~) AND 
C FUNCTN(LARDA4rO,,O,, . . .FO) p AND MAXIMUM FOUFT~ DIFFERENCE 
DIFM AX=ZERO 
SL~2=ZERO 
SU~]=ZERO 
DO 40 JmlpNDZR 
Z ( J )=  CENYE R( J ) - LAMDA2tMI~TH ( J )  
FI=FUNCTN(NDZMeZ) 
Z ( J )=  CENTER(J)÷LAI~DAIW~/IDTN ( J )  
F I= FUNCTN (NDIM.Z)  
V I DTH L ( J )  =LAM DA4*N ZDTH ( J )  
Z ( J )=  CENTE R(J ):-WZ D1H L ( J )  
F3=FUNCTN(NDZM.Z) 
Z ( J)=CENTE R( J )+M;  D1H L ( J )  
F4=FUNCTN (NDI I~.Z)  
SUMI=SUMI+ FI+F2 
SUM3=SUM3+ F3+F4 
D FI=FI+FZ-TVO*SU~t 1
D F I= F3÷ F4-TWO *SUM 1 
C******  FOR DOUBLE PRECISION CHANGE ABS TO DABS )N THE NEXT STATEMENT 
DI F= ABS(D F 1-R ATIO t ¢F2) . 
ZF(DZPoLT.DIFMAX) GO TO 40 
0 ZFM/IX=DI F 
DZVAXN=J 
4U Z ( J )=CENTER( J )  " 
C*** t*  COMPUTE SYHMETRIC SUM OF FUNCTN(LAMDA4rLAI~DA4,,C,,O... . .L~) 
SUM4=ZERO 
DO 70 J=2,,NDIM 
DO 60 K=J.NDZM 
DO 5C L=1.2  
WIDTHL (~-1)  =-WIDTHL( J -1 )  
Z ( J - l )  =CENTER ( J -1 )+WIDTHL( J -1 )  
GO 50 M=1.2 
HIDTHL(K)  =-WZDTHL(K) 
Z (K) =CENTER (K)+MIDTHL(K)  
SUM4=SUM4~FUNCTN(NDIRrZ) 
b5~ Z (K)=CENTER (K) 
70 Z ( J -1 )=CE~IER ( J -1 )  
C~****  COMPUTE SYHf~ETRIC SUf4 OF FUNCTN(LAMDA5,,LARDAB,,...,,LAPDAB) 
SIJM5 =ZERO 
80 J=I.N DII~ 
DONI DTHL(J)=-LAMDAB*N% DTH,(J) 
80 Z (J): CENTER(J) +MI DIHL(J) 
90 SUM5 = SUM 5+FUNCYN (ND %M~Z) 
DO 1UU J=I .NDI I~ 
N I D TH L (J)=$..MZ D ~HL ( J )  
Z ( J )=  CENTER(J ) +HI DIH L ( J )  
ZF(k/ ID~iHL( J ) .G~.ZERO) GOTO 90 
100 CONTINUE 
C* ***r*  COMPUTE FIFTH AND ~EVENTH DEGREE RULES AND ERROR 
RGN CMP=RGNVO L* ( ME IT  P l tSUMI+NE ZTP2*SQME+HEI T P3*S UM3 +WEI TP4tSUM4) 
RGNVAL=RGNVOLW(NEZTI*SUMI+BEITZ*SUMZ+NEZTN, SUR3÷ME ITBwSURB+ 
* ~EZTB*SUR5) 
C******  FOR DOUBLE PR(CISION CHANGE ABS TO DABS IN THE NEXT STATEMENT 
RGNERR=ABS(RGNVAL-R 6NCMP) 
C*****  END BASIC RULE 
FINEST= FZNEST+RGNVAL 
ABSE RR=ABSERR+RGNERR 
FUN CLS= FUNCL S+RUL (L S 
C 
C , t ***  PLACE RESULTS OF BASIC RULE INTO PARTIALLY ORDERED L IST  
C*****  ACCORDING TO SUBREGION ERROR 
IF(DZVFLGoEQ..1) GO ~TO 140 
C 
C*****  WHEN DIVFLG=O SIAM1 AT TOP OF L IST  AND I~CVE DOWN L IST  YREE TO 
C FIND ¢ORRE¢T POS~IION FOR RESULTS FROM F;R~T HALF OF RECENTLY 
DIVIDED SUBREGION 
C 11C SUBTMP=Z*SUBRGN 
IF(SUBTI4P.GT°SBR6NS) 60 TO 160 
ZF(SUBTRP.EQ.SBRGNS) GO TO 120 
S~ TRP P = SUB TMP + RGNST R 
]F(NRKSTR(SUBTRP).LT.NRKSTR(SBTMPP))  SUBTI4F=SBTMPP 
120 ;F(RGNERRoGE.NRKSTR(SUBTMP)) SO TO 160 
D0_130 g=l  ,.RGNSTR 
ZNDEXI=SUBRGN-K e l  
INDEXI=S UBTNP-Kt l  
130 WRK STR(INDEXl)=WRKSTR(INDEXZ) 
SUBRG~=SUB,1Mp " 
GOTO 11 
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C 
0~,~*** WHEN DZVFLG=I STAR1 AT BOTTOM RZGHT BRANCtq ANO MOVE UP LZST 
C TREE TO FZND CORRECT POSZTZON FOR RESULTS FRO~ SECOND HALF OF 
C RECENTLY DZVZDE~ SUBREGZON 
140 SUBT~P= (SUBRGNi (RGN S IR*2) )*R6NSTR 
ZF(SUBTFqP.LT.RENSTR) GO TO 160 
IF(RGNERR'.LE'.WRKSTR(SU~TfCP)) GO TO 160 
DO 15G K=I~,RGNSTR 
ZNDEXI=SUBRGN-K+I 
ZNDEX2=SUBTf4P-K+I 
15G W RKSTR(ZN DE X 1) =M RKSTR (ZN DEX2) 
SUB RGN=.SUBT~P 
GOTO 140 
~. t .~ .  STORE RESULTS OF BASZC RULE IN CORRECT PO£ZTZON ZN LZST 
16C WRKSTR( SUBRG N)=RGNERR 
WRKSYR(SUBRGN-1)=RGNVAL 
I,/RK S TR ( SUBRGN-2)=DIVAXN 
DO 170 J= I .NP lM 
SUBTMP=SUBR6N-3*( J41) 
WRKSTR(SUB lf~P+I)=CENTER ( J )  
17U k/RK ST R (SUB TI~P)=t~Z D~ ( J )  
ZF(DZVFLG.EQ.1)  GC TO 180 
C*****  WHEN OZVFLG=C. PREPARE FOR SECONI) APPLZC&I)ON OF BASIC RULE 
CENTER ( D ZVAX O) = CENTER( DZ VAXO) +Tk/O*WZ DTH (DZV~XO) 
SBRGNS = $ERGNS÷EGNSTR 
SUBRGN =:SBRGNS 
IJZVFLG=I 
Ce*** J '  LOOP BACK 10 APPLY BASZC RULE TO OTHER HA'IF OF SUBREGION 
GO TO 2C 
C 
Ct****  END ORDERZNG AND S~ORAGE OF BASZC RULE RESULTS 
C*****  MAKE CHECKS FOR POSSZBLE TEReINATZON OF ROUTINE 
C 
C** ' ****  FOR DOUBLE PRECISZON CHANGE ADS TO DABS |N THE NEXT STATEMENT 
180 RELE RR= ABSER R/AB S (F ZNE ST) 
ZF(SBRGNS÷RGNST~,,,6T'.LENWRK) IFAZL=2 
ZF(FUNCLS+2*RULCLS.G1.feAXPTS) ZFAZL=I 
ZF(RELERR.LT.EP$.AND.FUNCLS.GE. Iq lNPTS)  IFAZL=C 
ZF(ZFAZL .LT .3 )  GOTO 200 
C 
O. i ****  PREPARE TO USE BASIC RULE ON EAC~ HALF OF SUBREGZON WZYH LARGEST 
C ERROR 
DXVFLG=C 
$UBRGN=RGNSTR 
ABSERR=ABSERR-k/RK STR (SUBRGN) 
FZNE ST:  FZNES T-k/RK STR (SUBRGI~-I) 
DIVAXO=WRKSTR($UBRGN-2) 
DO 190 J= I .NDZ~ 
SUBTlqP=SUBRGK-2*( Je l )  
CENTER(J)=k/RK STR(SUBTIqP+I) 
190 WZ D!H (J)=W RKSTR (S UBTMP) 
M ZDTH(D ZVAXO ):W XDTH (QZ VAXO) *HALF 
CENYER ( D IVAX O) :CENTER( DZVAXO)-WTDTH (DZVAXO) 
C 
C .*** t .  LOOP BACK TO APPLY BASZC RULE 
C 
GOTO 20 
C 
C*****  TE R~ZNATZON POINT 
C 
2DO I~ZNPTS = FUNCLS 
RETURN 
END 
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